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FOREWORD

A leak test procedure for determining gas leaks in cartridges of cartridge actuated
devices has been developed by the CAD Division Test Branch of the Naval Ordn.ince
Station. Indian hlead, Maryland. This procedure is documented here. This work wa, funded
under AIR Task A532-5322/1l63-6iJA)O0O -1 8, Work Unit A53253-54/01.
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ABSTRACT

The CAD Division Test Branch at the Naval Ordnance Station. Indian I lead. Maryland.
conducts -artridge leak tests in accordance with MIL-STD-331 (Test 118) and MIL-D-21625
to determine if any gas leak exists in the seal of a given cartridge. This report summarizes
the theory and basic operation of the leak 'est equipment and details the procedures used at
ldian Head.

vi
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INTRODUCTION

Cartridges for cartridge actuated devices must be leak tested to determine if
unacceptable leaks exist in the cartridge seals. This testing is conducted in accordance with
MIL-STI)-331 (Test 118) and MIL-D-21625. n MIL-l)-21625 (paragraph 3.8.2) states that
-The cartridge shall pass a dry leak test. Cartridges which exhibit a leak rate in excess of
10"5 cc/see oi air at I pressare differential of I ± 0.1 atmosphere slall be considered
defective.

lhe CAl) Division Test Branch (Code 5013) at the Naval Ordn-ance Station. Indian
I lead. conducts these cartridge leak tests. This report summarizes thL theory and basic
operation of the equi;ment and details the procedures used by the Test Branch.

11,1 111) 131 I uze and Iuz: (O',mi,nt. , ' ,,'ronueyn al and Performam~e It's (or, %11I I1) 21625. DeW 1 a4d

alua sib iq art idge's ftar Cartridge wit xtuated e nt g (n2 A po~snbilnty ei~t$ that a cartridge wrch ct css ,ve sealant may give faike rcadings on leak detecto)r.
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TEST EQUIPMENT AND THEORY OF OPERATION

Leak T.-st Equipment

The leak tester used by the C'AD Division 'rest Branch is the Model MNS-I 7UFT Ulitra
Fast Leak Test Station manufactured by Veeco Instruments. Inc. 1 The MS-I 7UFT Leak
Test Staton (Figtre 1)isa sen sitve anud a ccuraehlu msspcto trwihincts

meter reading of cc atm../sec of air A leak indicator box connected to the tester indicates
the amount of cartridge leakage.

Low ostIN 2 rapHigh conductance
low Vol um(

Leak ordicator box mnfl

Test chamber

Dual sec-,or itass Sie elw
spectrometer be PUMP Valve

Sealed bellows
test valve

;eif contained 6 Pirani gauge

removable solidDicaggue
state electronics
Accumulatc, urg- e volume

valverogigln

Low-powered, air
cooled, solid state Mechanical
electronics forepump

Air cooled
diffusion pump- Mechanical
optically dense -ogigpm

foreline battle androgigpm
elector stage

FIGURE 1. MOD)EL MS- I 7tFT ULTRA FAST LEAK TIFST STATION

lVeeto (hlii i c l e iiniimal I rnc. l1Liiii~ w. N.Y. 11I8a1
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The cartridge test cycle is divided into three stages: (I) pressurization of the cartridge
with helium. (2) setting the leak point indicator on the leak tester. and (3) the actual
cartridge leak test. If a cartridge leaks at an unacceptable rate during the pressurization, an
amount of helium will be present in the cartridge. rhe amount of helium present in th--
cartridge which escapes tinder vacuum during the test and is picked up by the mass
spectrometer will be higher than the leak point indicator and will activate a 'leaker" light
on the test set.

Theory of Operation

Pressurization:

Before testing with the MS-I 7UiFT leak tester, a cartridge is placed in a canister which
is pressurized with helium at 2 atmospheres for I hour. This pressurizing time is called the
bombing ttme. If the cartridge seal has a leak. the helium gas will penetrate the seil until the
presure in the cartridge equalizes the helium pressure. Depending on the free volume of the
cartridge, the bombing time. and the leak rate of the cartridg,. the press:ire in the cartridge
may or may not reach the pressure of the helium gas. Each typc ofcar-ridge. has a different
free volume in the propellant chamber: therefore. the percentage of air to lie'ium in the
chamber will vary with each type of cartridge even though the cartridges may have the same
leak rate. The cartridge free volume is considered in the leak point indicator setting on the
tester. The leak indicator has a zero adjust control knob which adjusts the setting on the
leak indicator scale. The larger the "negative exponential" setting, the more sensitive is the
setting on the leak indicator scale. A more sensitiwe reading means that the leak detector can
detect a smaller concentration of' helium in the ('ee-tube. The amount of helium in the
Cee-tube appears is a visual signal on the leak indicator.

The cartridge% are pressurized by the !ielium gas for I hour. This presstirizatien
(bombing) time is one of the %ariables that determines the leak point setting of the
instrument.

After pressurizing the cartridges for an hour, the canister is vented by opening the
manual valve on the underside of the canister, and the outside surface of the items are
flushed with nitrogen. The cartridges are held for I hour after removal from the flushed
canister before they are placed in the test chamber of the NIS-17UFT leak detector. This
time Is called the waiting time and I hour is used for most cartridges. The waiting time is
another variable that determines leak point settings.

3
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Leak Point Setting:

The MS- I7L'F-r leak tester ha., a leak indicator which indicates tile amount of lieliuni
icaking from thle cartridge. Since the leak indicator converts the reading from hie)jun to cc*
atmn/sec of air. each cartridge must have its own leak reject point settivig. The fine leak reject
point setting is determined by three variables. These art! the free volume of the cartridge. tile
helium pressurizing (bornbing) fimec of tile cartridgc in the canister, and tile waiting time.
1T111 beliuim pressure is at I atmosphere gauge.

To calculate thle free VOIlme, file voIle Of thle em~pty LaSC propellant chamber and
the voluiic of the propellant must'be calculated. The propellant volume calculated is the
volumec of thle propellant loaded ia the case propellant Lhamber. The free voIle is thle
ditterence between the cartridge cawe propellant chamber volumne and thle volume of thle
loaded prope!Ian and hardware inside proplellant chamber.

Hlaving a constant pressurz*4,g time (1I hour). a constant pressure, and a constant leak
rate. -!.%o given cartridges will absorb the same amtount of heclium. A cartridge with a small
free volume will have a larger percentage of helium thian a cartridge with Z' larger free volume
if both cartridges are subjcct -to the same conditions. Therefore, a cartridge withi a large freeI volume needs a more sensitive leak reJect point setting thian a cartridge containing a smaller
free voluime and ha' ing thle samne leak. rate.

To ca!CLate a leak reject point setting for a given cartridge that is equivalent to I'Y
I 0- cc -atmfsec air, thle following equation is used.

F I, (.w'A\ I') -LO (A

RJ- ! e~ V'rI K71 i w'p0 %1 T

where

Ri It indicated air leak rate to use onl leak indicator (cc *atm/tsec air)
L = standard air leak rate at I atmosphere (cc/see)
pl. h leliuim pressure used (atm

P = tmosph'2re p~ressuire HI a tin)
r helium p~ressurizing time (see)
INI /A = molecular weighit of air (28.967 lb/mnole)
V = fre volume ol cartridge (cc)
MI = molecular weighit of tracer gas helum) (4.003 ltlmole)

0 =waiting time netween hieliuim pressurizting time and leak testing (sec)

4
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The 'alues of the parameters used by the Test Branch are given below:

L I X I O' c.- atm/see air at I atmn

1
g I*tifl

Theeqaton s el sut t prgrmmngonla computer inparamletnicforin. Reths

%Aiesfor ree vlumeas s on the tables:

2) Valuies for 7 raaged f-rom 30 min to 24 fir: L. V, and 11, remained constaint.

The derivation of the equation is basedI onl molecular flow both in and c. of the device,
which is thle best approimiation for smiall leaks. A s~ stematie (deviation is presentedl in
kAppendi\ A. General :omhisions which are based onl the finial mathematical expression are

( I he higher the helium pressure, the less, the test sensitivity.

(3) The sma~ller the internal volume, thle less the test sensifivity.

Cairtridge Leaik Test:

The NIS-1I7U.-I Leal, Test Station is used to detect leaks in cartridges that leak at a
rate of' greater than *1105 cc/sec of' air. The leak reject point setting f'or each cartridge is
LIqual to 10 5 cc'lsec of air as thle rate has been converted from cc/sec oflhelium to cc/sec of
air by an electrometer insidle the tester.

The cartridge to be leak tested is p~lacedI in thle test chamber of the calibrated leak
tester. The calculated leak rei, t point is set onl thL. tester by adjusting the leak indlicator. If
thle amount of' heliumll escaping 1'rom the cart ridges is greater than the acceptable amlouint as
set onl thle indicator. the leak indicator light wvill go onl. The helium escaping from the
cartrlinge uinder vacuum is read by thie sp~ectrometer tube (Figure 2).
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Since the gas entering the spectrometer tube contains atoms and molecules of different
kinds, the ion beam will contain a variety of ions from the atmosphere and will contain
heliutm if a leaf. is found in the cartridge. A magnetic analyzer separates the helium ions
froni the ."=mainder of file ion beam and passes these ions on to a detector. Two magnets
awing a-, repeliers are outside the vacuum system and set up magnetic fields perpendicular to
the ion beam. The magnetic fields cause tile paths of th' ions to be bent with the anount of
bending dependent on the mass of the given ion. In the first magnet. the arrangement is SuCh
that only helium has the right mass to pass through the magnetic sector and through the
opening in the baffle on the other side. Most of the other ions will be deflected too much or
loo, httle and will be intercepted by the baffle between the two magnets. However. soic
nonhehuilt iols ma.,, get past the baffle because of scattering within the tube. To eliminate
these. a second magnetic field similar to the first accepts helium ions from the nonhelium
ion's. By means of this arrangement of magnets and baffles. helium will be selectively
transmitted to the detector. The helium ions, having travelled the length of the tube. must
again travel through baffles and a slit to reach a ground potential. This ground potential is
callcd a target and gives up an electron in order to stabilize the positive charge of the helium
iol. The flow of these electrons constitutes a current which is detected and amplified by an
electrometer tube located directly within the spectrometer tube. The resultant amjplified
s ignal. which is proportional to the amount of helium in the spectrometer tube, appears as a
visual indication oil the leak indicator meter,

! 0
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TEST PROCEDURES

Pressbization of Cartridges

"rh. helium-pressurizing station consists of a control panel, helium and nitrogen supply.
gjtwcs. and canisters. The control panel has pump switches which turn ol the nitrogen and
hcli regulators which supply nitrogen o. helium to the canister.. A supply of nitrogen
and hClmum is contained in nitrogen and helium regulators. The regulators are connected to
(he compound gauges b) a metal tube. The Lomlpound gauges give the pressure readings of
the canisters which are clamped to the gauges.

( I i Turn on nitrogen and helium regulators.

(21 Remove each canister from gauge and vent each canister by the manual valves on
the underside of the canister.

(31 Check each cartridge for ideiitfication.

(4) Place the cartridge in the canister.

15) Pla-e heliuminitrogen sw. ch in nitrogen pump l)position.

(wi Depressurize canister until aug-e reads minus 30. Minus 30 on gauge means zero
ATm' spllere presure (actum conditions).

(7) Turn oil the nitrogen switch when gauge reads zero atmosphere.

(8) Turn on the helium switch on the control panel.

(9) Pressurize the canister to pls 15 on the gauges. Plus 15 is a pressure reading of 2
atniospheres.

( 10) Trn off the helium switch and make sure the helium/nitrogen switch is turned
OHl.

( I I ) Leave the cartridge in (lie canister for I hour at this pressure.

(12) Vent canister.

(13) Remove tie test items (cartridges).

(14) The cartridge must remain in normal atmospheres for I hour after removal
from canister.

!!
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lest Eqcuipmnt Calibration

( I i lavL mn pov.,r; ible tut tCzc %ISA~ 7IFT leak '11est Station.

121 ( lie10 ok j t blackL box on the back of tile leak indicator. TheC black
fio)x Is tno)' all an ipliliwr in the ma' imit. '111 amplifier is at the end ol the
%%l~1L~tr tab.-

13 1 cueil~cj :urr% air 'aippl.

14 1 1 un- on rouvghing puimp .irctut breakcr.

5 Tur ''ii aire pumpl ~IFLit breaker

h6i) Alwir twhe rL pump :'gurgling. i,; minutes I. turn onl diffusion punmp circuit

C71J Alter' . 20) minute %vd:t. turn on electronic% circuit breaker.

roAdd liuid nitrolgcn to a.i Itrap in thle \IS-] 71.11 tester. The liquid nitrogen is
I)OUJ~d 11) 1% use ()I a 'Windi and an1 in1-ii1a ted dec.aiter.

(9) '1 urn on ileiv hiiit Oilit chi and the No Emission lamp oil tile leak indiicaitor
jil vdlI i' AL

(10,(it Cle the test .hambvi trap doo r and hold it shut while p)ressing thle roughing
-,witch. Hold( the rougilivig switdi for at least 20 seconds and then release switch.

(I I i Pres-, test %~alvc %\i it.

1 2) Pre%-, Auito Mode switch. test chlamlber door will spring open.

An SC -4 %ciitvity cailibrator is usedl to determine tile sensitivity of the MS-i 7UlFT
tester. The S('4 calibrator is backfiieCd With helium arouind i n e.vacuiated tube inside the
probe. Thie SC-4 calibrator ham a set leak rate and is connected to tile test chamber. If tile
leak indicator has a reading mlatchiang tile '.ak rate of tile SC-4 calibrator, thlen the leak
tester ik working correctly.

(13) Bl~dore using the SC-4 calibrator, turn onl thle mianual switch aind placo SC-4
calibrator onl tile test cupj of tile test chlamberdi. Open roughing valve switch and iold trap
door fOr 20 sCek911(1. ( lied., leal, indicator readling to scc if it matches the set leak rate of' the
WC-4 calibrator.

11 the leak indicator reaingW (Ines not imatch tile set leak rate, thle leak tester must he
tuned to increase tile sensitavit', o tlie leak, tester.

12
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i 14' kiat , , witch in nant.2.

. I, , _i~:¢.: off :nx set tile tea. iidicator reading to zero by 2diustin. the zerc

Si ' .~.1t ,L v¢in switch to vent t,i test cup of the-test chamber and then rezesr.

f i "]'lacr tI,: SC4 calibrator ou the test cup and press ihe rough.'ng vaive s,'itch or
20 seconds and release the switch.

0 t, i Actihate test valve switch. If while in this position. high pr.s;ure caused by leaks
is introduced to the leak detector, the filament will be turned off and the no emission light
will light. To correct this situation, press the roughing valve switih for 20 seconds and then
release. Turn on the fdiament and if it remains on, proceed with the leak tester tuning.

(19) Adjust the emission control until the emission is 3MA.

(20) Set both ion focus and ion center controls halfway betwern their zero and
maximum positions.

(1) Turn the repeller ccrtrol three-fourths turn in counterclockwise direction.

(22) Slowly move peak iune control counterclockwise until leak indicator scale has
the same reading as the leak rate indicated on the SC-4 calibrator.

(23) Remove SC-4 calibrator from the test cup.

(24) Close the test valve by switching to auto mode and then back to manual.

Cartridge Test

1 ) After the leak tester has been checked for sensitivity, depress the fine leak reject
button atop the leak indicator. ard adjust the reject point to the desirrd reject point value
with the fine leak reject adjust control (located on rear panel of leak indicator box).

('2% DI--e i,,tre ;n th, tt rhqmhr hox nf the leak deteotor.

(3) Set leak reject point. Turn the scale adjuster knob to desired value; depress fine
leak reject poini setting; set the reject point to the desired value with the fine leak reject
adjust control (located on rear panel of leak indicator box).

If the cartridge has a leak greater than the fine leak reject point setting on the leak
indicator, the fine leak or gross leak button will light up. If the cartridge leak is greater than
the reject point scale setting, then the cartridge has failed the test. If the leak is less than the
reject point setting, the cartridge has passed the test.

13
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Appendix A

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT

Leak testing consists of three stages. The initial stage involves the application of a
tracer gas thelium) .it high pressure. to the external surfaces of the cartridge. If a leak exists.
tracer gas flows into the cartridge and the partial pressure increases. The mathematical
model is given below.

Pure molecular flow is assumed as it is necessary to detect. leaks down to 10, 7 cc/see of
air, while leaks as high as 10-1 cc/see of air may still show molecular flow characteristics.
The basic equation for molecular flow is

Vdidt n OT,'M)",. - Ap)

,,here

V = free volume of test specimen (cartridge) (cc)
l) = partial pressure of helium in the cartridge (aim)
t = time (see)
T = temperature CR)
M = molecular weight of tracer gas (lb/mole)
Ap = pressure differential of tracer gas across the leak (atm).

During the helium pressuring phase, the external tracer gas pressure, P.' is held
constan t br a selected time period. l-quation (I) can be rewritten

dPid (" I ,VCTfMN  • (PI. - P) (2)

where

C = proportionality constant
p. external tracer gas absolute pressure (atm).

lncorlorating the absolute temperature into the cotistant

K C - C" }

-dP = t (3)
- P1

I5
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Intt-ritiig between lhmil.,s

ll -Kit) (4)
jV(M1'"

PI "I' -(5,
In - -5

Pi. VIi -
'

oPi (6)

where

7 helium pressurizing time
i Ii= parti pr. ssure ol the tracer eas in the cartridge at end of T.

-he ,,corid ,tage consists o-f releasing external gas pressure during which some tracer
en, is . s, fromi tile artridgc.

=!- P(7)
d Vm)"

'he negatie sign indicates that tr;ier gas is being lost from the cartridge.

Integrating betwen limits

In P -K t (8)

PI c V(\1 (9)

II V- , .,ith)g lime between gas pressuirizing phase and leak testing (see)

P p:'lt~il presure of tracer gas in the cartridge at end of waiting time (atm).

i I"
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Substituting equation (6) into equation f9) yields:

= I," ! - \("I v(.M) (10

The last stage involves the leak test which by definition is carried out at a tracer gas
partial pressure P,. le leak rate is:

R =-V(dP/dt| at P P,

KP1
" (M ),

where

R = leak rate reading on leak indicator (cc atm/sec air).

Substituting for P1, in equation( 10):

-Kr ][C-K 1
PFK Ci (12)R= -},,i -eVtt)~ Jev('i (12

(o)';

At this point it is convenient to define a standard leak size, L. as the flow rate of air
through the leak under conditions of one atmosphere air pressure on one side and a vacuum
on th .- other.

L- -V J ) 0 - / (K )

KPO (13)
L-

(M/A)"

where

L = air leak rate at !itandard conditions (cc - atn'/sec air)
M/A = molecular weight ol air (28.967 lb/mole)
P),) = atmosphere pressure (I atm)

17
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From equation (13)

K-
Po

Suhstituting this value into equation ( 12)

R hclum Pi e (14)

This i6 the operational equation for the leak detector when it is calibrated for a reading of
tracer gas flow. If one calibrates the leak measuring device for air, the appropriate operating
equation to be used is

_L I IIM/LP I-c J'  (15)
I)

I IR


